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Class Duration: 45 min

Topics:

- Getting ready 

- Decision making (Part 2 of 2) – Heart 

- Relaxation & Meditation exercise

- Thoughtful Observation & Wrap up

Welcome to Meditation Course - Class 7



Following the path of Heart
Signs that mean you are not following the path of your heart: 

• Not evolving: If there is a straight path in front of you - then it is someone else's path. 
Your path is unique and evolving and mostly zig zag

• Going Alone: If you are trying to do all on your own - when student is ready teacher 
shows up to help accelerate the path

• Living in Fear: If you are not facing your biggest fear - do what you are most afraid of 
doing (facing disappointment, failures, being rejected, stage fright)

• Trying to Please All: If you are afraid of annoying people - Not saying no to other for 
the sake of guilt, not disappointing others 

• Not connected with inner center: If do not journey regularly into the inner center -
For inner wisdom create time and space to meditate on your heart 

Path of heart is about personal transformation. It is less about achievement and more 
about who you become in this life’s journey.
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Finding Life’s Purpose 

An unexamined life is not worth living, but if all you are doing is examining your life, 
then you are not living !!

Your life’s purpose – what is it?  - TEDx talk by  Adam Leipzig

1. Who you are? Your name, title 

2. What you do? Skill you feel qualified to teach others

3. Who you do it for? Your customers, stakeholders

4. What do they want or need? Their problem space

5. How does it change them? Impact on others 

Combine 1-5 : - > This is your  “elevator pitch”

Does this feel like your life's purpose?

• Happy people are living their life’s purpose

• Happy people are outward facing - they focus on people they serve than worry 
about being served 
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Heart-centered Leadership
1. Follow your Heart - meditation, cleaning , listening to the inner center

2. Work, Build and Create from heart - actualize your biggest ,boldest dreams 
that inspires you and uses your natural gifts in service of others

3. Talk from your heart - authenticity and compassion 

4. Coach others from heart - Mentor and train others to follow heart-centered 
living so their lives transform and in turn yours will. 

5. Enroll others from heart - enrolling clients, seeking mentors, asking financial 
support, willing to make bold proposals to achieve the dream

6. Transform from heart - sometimes the path is lonely, requires resilience, rise 
out of the ashes , grow and transform
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“Let’s practice”: Heartfulness Meditation

Relaxation & Meditation: (20 min)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TAzD2uyv4pE



Thank you for participating. See you next week!


